Opel mocca 2015

We always liked the looks of Opel's compact SUV, the Mokka , but it was saddled with an
unrefined diesel engine. That has been remedied by fitting Opel's impressive new 1. Not only is
it significantly quieter and smoother, it also comes with higher performance and lower running
costs than before. Is it all good news? No need to dwell on this category as there are no
changes to the Mokka inside or out. For the record, we like the looks and the interior feels well
made. It's about average in terms of space for passengers and luggage, but we reckon buyers in
this segment are as concerned about a car's appearance. Back in , we concluded that the Irish
market Mokka was well-suited to our roads, absorbing imperfections at low and high speeds
while remaining stable on the motorway and in the corners. Nothing has changed on that front
so let's focus on what's under the bonnet. The new 1. Where we previously suggested that
buyers should stick with petrol power for the Mokka, now we can wholeheartedly recommend
they go for the diesel. The reduction in clatter and vibration are immediately obvious. It's
therefore a relaxing car to drive. On top of that, modest power and torque increases mean it has
more go than before - plus more towing capacity. It compares well with the cars Opel reckons it
competes with - namely the Skoda Yeti , Peugeot , Renault Captur and Nissan Juke - and not all
of those can be had with four-wheel drive. Opel wants to be seen as a premium brand, which
explains the pricing of the 1. There is some compensation in the fact that the SC grade is
comprehensively equipped. Before the arrival of the new 1. No longer, as the 1. While there's
not much to report on here, the good news for Irish fans of the Opel Mokka's styling is that its
new diesel engine makes it a far more compelling choice in the hotly contested compact SUV
segment. Although it's not cheap to buy, it's efficient, refined and plenty quick enough. Opel
Mokka 1. Opel's 'Whisper Diesel' 1. Tech Specs Model tested Opel Mokka 1. In the Metal: No
need to dwell on this category as there are no changes to the Mokka inside or out. Driving it:
Back in , we concluded that the Irish market Mokka was well-suited to our roads, absorbing
imperfections at low and high speeds while remaining stable on the motorway and in the
corners. What you get for your Money: Opel wants to be seen as a premium brand, which
explains the pricing of the 1. Worth Noting Before the arrival of the new 1. Summary While
there's not much to report on here, the good news for Irish fans of the Opel Mokka's styling is
that its new diesel engine makes it a far more compelling choice in the hotly contested compact
SUV segment. EuroNCAP ratings. Sales began with the model year of , at the end of The second
generation Mokka was launched in It was renamed back to Mokka, ditching the 'X' suffix. The
Mokka was positioned below the Antara and the Zafira Tourer in the Opel lineup, and was
available in both front wheel and four wheel drive versions. The Mokka name derives from the
small, round coffee beans of the Coffea Arabica variety. Production and sales started in autumn
of By February , Opel had over 80, Mokka orders, and after two months , orders. By October ,
over , Mokkas were ordered in Europe. In January , Opel announced , firm orders for Mokka
overall. The vehicle is still sold under the Buick marque. In April , Opel and Vauxhall unveiled an
updated version of the Mokka for the model year of , designated as the Mokka X, which went on
sale in the end of The new Mokka X sports a facelift with sleeker headlights, restyled bumpers,
new LED tail lights, and a revised interior with an all new dash, instrument cluster, and center
stack. The more powerful optional hp petrol engine was also introduced with the Mokka X. Bitter
has been producing a luxury version of the Mokka since Facelifted in the end of along with the
Vauxhall and Opel models, the name was also changed to Mokka X. Most engines are paired
standard with the 5-speed 1. A six speed automatic transmission having active select mode is
optionally available for select petrol and diesel engines including the 1. In the market in Russia,
a version with a 1. The engine specifications in the following tables is from the , , and Opel
owner manual. The second generation Mokka was unveiled in 24 June There are three engine
options, including a 1. While the only diesel engine on offer is a 1. Three driving modes are
available, Sport, Eco and Normal. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Crossover SUV. Motor
vehicle. Petrol : 1. See also: Buick Encore. January Retrieved 10 January Archived from the
original on 22 July Retrieved 14 July Archived from the original on 24 July Retrieved 24 June
Retrieved 11 January Retrieved Media: Europe. Adam Opel AG. Archived from the original on 28
March Retrieved 16 May The Telegraph. Retrieved 13 February A marque of Stellantis. Astra
Corsa Insignia. Crossland Grandland Mokka. Category Commons. Vauxhall Motors. Crossland
Grandland X Mokka X. Corsavan Combo Zafira Movano Vivaro. Bedford VXR. Dunstable
Ellesmere Port Luton. Categories : Opel vehicles Front-wheel-drive vehicles All-wheel-drive
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Subcompact crossover SUV B. Opel General Motors. Carsten Aengenheyster [3]. Chevrolet Trax
[4]. Opel Stellantis. France: Poissy Poissy Plant [17]. Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor
Mokka-e. Cars Astra Corsa Insignia. City car. Agila A. Agila B. Corsa A. Corsa B. Corsa C. Corsa
D. Corsa E. Corsa F. Small family car. Kadett D. Astra F. Astra G. Astra H. Astra J. Astra K. Large
family car. Ascona B. Ascona C. Vectra A. Vectra B. Insignia A. Insignia B. Executive car.
Omega A. Omega B1. Omega B2. Luxury car. Senator A. Senator B. Tigra A. Manta B. Tigra
TwinTop B. GT Roadster. Meriva A. Compact MPV. Meriva B. Zafira A. Zafira B. Large MPV.
Zafira Tourer C. Mini SUV. Mokka A. Mokka B. Compact SUV. Frontera A. Frontera B. Mid-size
SUV. Kadett Combo. Combo B. Combo C. Combo D. Combo E. Bedford Blitz. Vivaro A. Vivaro B.
Vivaro C. Movano A. Movano B. PSA platform. With new offerings arriving on the market on an
almost monthly basis, the compact crossover segment is quickly becoming a crowded place. Is
it trying to sit on too many chairs? Compact and muscular The Opel Mokka was first launched
in Europe in , so in reality is half-way through its lifecycle already. Nevertheless, it is an
attractive vehicle with compact, muscular styling that is enhanced by the generous
specification of this Cosmo variant â€” striking inch wheels are standard, for example.
Interestingly, it's not based on the Corsa, as most people would assume, but uses the General
Motors Gamma II platform that also underpins the Chevrolet Sonic. Chevrolet itself offers a very
similar vehicle called the Trax, which is unlikely to come to South Africa for obvious reasons.
Although not much shorter than most rivals, it has a higher and narrower body. Happily, the
relatively compact dimensions have not resulted in what can be labelled a cramped cabin, even
though cabin width is noticeably less than some rivals. The boot is claimed to swallow a handy
L-worth of luggage, and can be expanded to L by folding the rear seats down. Interestingly, my
usual test equipment a three-wheeled urban stroller pram couldn't fit in lengthwise as the boot
was too short. The Mokka's boot is, however, quite deep. Sophisticated, upmarket features
Within the snug cabin, Opel has crammed a very long list of standard equipment. More of that
laterâ€¦ The first thing that will catch you eye is the quality. Opel has made much of its premium
ambitions in the past few years, and the results are very obvious in the Mokka. We drove the
Mokka on some very poor surfaces, too, and there was not a rattle or squeak to be heard. A
slight negative, however, are the ergonomics. As the Mokka is of a slightly older design, the
facia is littered with buttons and some of those are very small too. It therefore takes a while to
familiarise oneself with all the features there are so many. On the other hand, the fitment of a
properly up-to-date IntelliLink infotainment system, which allows the Mokka to connect to Apple
iOS and Android smartphones, is a major boon. Other highlights include heated front seats,
park assist, cruise control and even a heated steering wheel. The seats, by the way, are superb,
offering manual height adjustment as well as electric lumbar and cushion length adjustment.
The engine is mated with a six-speed automatic transmission that drives the front wheels. On
the road the Mokka is indeed an enthusiastic sprinter, and should be nippier in most
circumstances than its rivals from Mitsubishi and Nissan, which both offer less torque and
CVTs continuously variable transmissions. In normal driving, there is precious little to complain
about. It is only when a more hurried approach is adopted that some irritations become
noticeable. When the throttle is pushed to the floor, the transmission can be a little slow at
times to react, and when it does it generally sends the revs soaring by selecting too low a gear.
You can shift manually, if you want to of course, but the shift button is awkwardly placed on the
side of the gearknobâ€¦. In terms of fuel economy it also puts in a solid effort, with the claimed
combined cycle consumption figure of 6. Sporty drive Partly due to its compact dimensions, but
also impacted by a relatively firm suspension set-up and the low-profile tyres, the Mokka feels
stable and planted on the road, even when said road becomes twisty. The Nissan Qashqai, for
example, offers a superior quality of ride. On a longer trip with four passengers and a packed
boot, the Mokka performed better than expected. The cabin is a quiet and comfortable place,
with especially wind and road noise being blocked out well. And with the extra weight on board
the ride also seemed more forgiving. Conclusion and Summary The Mokka is not a cheap
vehicle and its price puts it among bigger rivals that on paper may appear to offer better value
for money. But the Mokka is not a top seller in Europe without reason The cabin is cleverly
packaged to offer a blend of comfort, features, technology and quality that most rivals will
struggle to match. Although some families may find it a bit too compact, we think it will do well
as an offering that appeals in equal measure to the head and the heart. Opel Mokka 1. I did like
the build quality, as well as the intuitive infotainment system. Mated to one of General Motors'
trusty small capacity turbo motors the Opel Mokka has sufficient grunt to get around town while
not consuming unreasonable amounts of gas â€” Davi d Taylor. With the ultimate goal of
spending his life writing about cars, Hannes studied journalism at the University of
Stellenbosch. He eventually became the youngest-ever editor of CAR in , a position he occupied

for two years. He left CAR in to experience the "other" side of the industry, working with
upcoming brand GWM as Brand and Product Development manager and gaining experience in
retail, customer care, dealership networks, product planning, marketing etc. Now, as Cars.
Subscribe to our WhatsApp newsletter:. Hannes Oosthuizen With the ultimate goal of spending
his life writing about cars, Hannes studied journalism at the University of Stellenbosch. Follow
Hannes Oosthuizen on Twitter. Related Posts. Extended Test: Opel Mokka X 1. Opel Crossland
X 1. Quick Links Download this manual. Table of Contents. Automobile Opel Combo Owner's
Manual pages. Page 4: Introduction Introduction Introduction Page 5 Operation is prices.
Experienced mechanics Introduction similar for right-hand drive vehicles. Page 6 3 means "see
page". Disregarding this information may endanger life. Page 7 Introduction Open the doors by
Pull handle, slide seat, release pulling the handles. To open the handle. Try to move the seat
back and tailgate, push the touchpad switch forth to ensure that the seat is locked below the
handle. Page 9 In brief Seat backrests Seat height Seat inclination Pull lever, adjust inclination
and Lever pumping motion Adjust the inclination by pressing the release lever. Allow the seat to
button. Pull out the seat belt and engage in Press the catch 1 to release and belt buckle. The
seat belt must not be To reduce dazzle, adjust the lever on push the head restraint downwards.
Page Steering Wheel Adjustment In brief Steering wheel adjustment Exterior mirrors Select the
relevant exterior mirror and Unlock the lever, adjust the steering adjust it. Convex exterior
mirrors 3 27, Electric adjustment 3 27, Folding Do not adjust the steering wheel exterior mirrors
3 28, Heated unless the vehicle is stationary and Page 12 In brief Instrument panel overview
Page 13 In brief Central locking system.. Page 14 In brief Press j. Turn and lane-change signals
3 Page Climate Control In brief Climate control Rear window washer Demisting and defrosting
the windows Heated rear window, heated exterior mirrors Push lever. Press V. Washer fluid is
sprayed on the rear window and the wiper wipes a few Set the temperature control to the The
heating is operated by pressing times. The high temperature of the exhaust system could ignite
the surface. Activate the parking brake without pressing the release button. Page 21 In brief P
before removing the ignition Caution key. Turn the front wheels towards the kerb. Replace the
battery battery type If the central locking system cannot CR , paying attention to the be operated
with the radio remote installation position. Close the unit control, it may be due to the following:
and synchronise. Page Central Locking System Keys, doors and windows A precondition is that
Personalization Unlocking The setting can be saved for the key by driver is activated in the
personal being used. Memorised settings Radio remote control settings of the
Graphic-Info-Display. This must be set for each key used. Locking On vehicles equipped with
Colour-Info-Display, the Page Delayed Locking Keys, doors and windows Fault in radio remote
control Fault in central locking system system Unlocking Manually unlock the driver's door by
Unlocking turning the key in the lock. The other doors can be opened by pulling the interior
handle twice. The load compartment and fuel filler flap cannot be opened. Page Child Locks
Keys, doors and windows Vehicle personalisation 3 General hints for operating Load
compartment Anti-theft locking system tailgate Tailgate 9 Warning 9 Danger Opening Do not
use the system if there are Do not drive with the tailgate open people in the vehicle! The doors
or ajar, e. Page Exterior Mirrors Keys, doors and windows Exterior mirrors Auto door locking If
the control indicator d flashes when the ignition is on, there is a fault in the After unlocking
doors with the radio system; the engine cannot be started. Convex shape remote control, if no
door is opened or Switch off the ignition and repeat the the key is not located in ignition switch
Both exterior Heating functions with the engine mirrors will fold in. Page Interior Mirrors Keys,
doors and windows Interior mirrors Windows Automatic anti-dazzle Manual anti-dazzle
Windscreen Heat-reflecting windscreen The heat-reflecting windscreen has a coating which
reflects solar radiation. Also data signals, e. Dazzle from following vehicles at night is
automatically reduced. To reduce dazzle, adjust the lever on the underside of the mirror
housing. Page Power Windows Keys, doors and windows Windscreen stickers Pushing or
pulling firmly to the second Keep a close watch on the detent and then releasing: window Do
not attach stickers such as toll windows when closing them. Page Roof Keys, doors and
windows Roof Open or close operation, noise or plug the water drainage system. Periodically
open Press switch 1 or switch 2 gently to the sunroof and remove any Sunroof the first detent:
sunroof is opened or obstacles or loose debris. Wipe the closed as long as the switch is
sunroof seal and roof sealing area operated. Child restraints Page Front Seats Seats, restraints
Front seats Horizontal adjustment Head restraints on rear seats Seat position 9 Warning Only
drive with the seat correctly adjusted. To adjust horizontally, pull the head Height adjustment
restraint forwards. It engages in three Pull the head restraint upwards. Set the backrest rake so
that it is two fingers wide between the edge possible to easily reach the of the seat and the
hollow of the steering wheel with arms slightly Page 38 Seats, restraints Seat backrests Seat
height Seat inclination Pull lever, adjust inclination and Lever pumping motion Adjust the

inclination by pressing the release lever. Allow the backrest to button. Page 39 Seats, restraints
Heating Lumbar support Adjustable thigh support Pull the lever and slide the thigh Adjust
lumbar support using the Adjust heating to the desired setting support. The control indicator in
the button Moving support up and down: push indicates the setting. Page Seat Belts Seats,
restraints Seat belts Seat belts are designed to be used by 9 Warning only one person at a time.
Child restraint system 3 Incorrect handling e. Page 41 Seats, restraints Three-point seat belt
Height adjustment Fastening Loose or bulky clothing prevents the belt from fitting snugly. Do
not place 1. Pull belt out slightly. Shift the height adjustment Withdraw the belt from the
retractor, body. Page 42 Seats, restraints Removing Using seat belt during pregnancy 9 Warning
The lap belt must be positioned as low as possible across the pelvis to prevent pressure on the
abdomen. Adjust the height so that the belt lies across the shoulder. It must not lie To release
belt, press red button on across the throat or upper arm. Have deployed airbags replaced by a
workshop. Furthermore, it may be The airbag system consists of a necessary to have the
steering number of individual systems wheel, the instrument panel, parts of depending on the
scope of the panelling, the door seals, equipment. Page Side Airbag System Seats, restraints
Side airbag system Curtain airbag system The curtain airbag system consists of an airbag in the
roof frame on each side. The inflated airbags cushion the impact, thereby reducing the risk of
The side airbag system consists of an injury to the upper body and pelvis in The in the event of
a collision. Page Child Restraints This is especially the case if rear- facing child restraint
systems are Child restraint systems used on the front passenger seat. We recommend the Opel
child Airbag deactivation 3 Page 50 Seats, restraints Ensure that the mounting location of the
child restraint system within the vehicle is correct, see following tables. Allow children to enter
and exit the vehicle only on the side facing away from the traffic. When the child restraint
system is not in use, secure the seat with a seat belt or remove it from the vehicle. Page Child
Restraint Installation Locations Seats, restraints Child restraint installation locations
Permissible options for fitting a child restraint system On front passenger seat Weight and age
class activated airbag deactivated airbag On rear outboard seats On rear centre seat Group 0:
up to 10 kg or approx. The vehicle might be equipped with guides in front of the mounting
brackets to support the installation of the child restraint system. Top-Tether fastening eyes. The
strap must run between the two guide rods of the head restraint. Page Storage Storage Storage
Storage compartments A storage compartment is located next to the steering wheel. Otherwise,
the Loading information Page Glovebox Storage Glovebox Cupholders To use the rear seat
cupholder, pull the strap in the rear seat armrest. To open, pull the handle. The cupholders are
located in the centre console and rear part of the The glovebox should be closed while centre
console. Lift drawer at the front and pull out. To Push down the button and slide cover close,
push the drawer in and backwards. Do not use for storing heavy objects. Page Rear Carrier
System Storage Rear carrier system electrically-powered bicycle to the Caution pull-out carrier.
The maximum load per bicycle on the adapter is 20 kg. Rear carrier system for three Consult
your bicycle dealer before bicycles The wheelbase of a bicycle must not attaching bicycles with
carbon exceed 1. Page 60 Storage Pull release lever up. The rear carrier Fold out tail lamps will
not engage correctly, do not fit system disengages and travels objects to the system and slide
the quickly out of the rear bumper. Seek the assistance of a workshop. Page 61 Storage Fold
out wheel recess Lock the rear carrier system Push the tail lamps into the retainer 1 and
reinstall screws 2 to fix the Remove strap and fold out the wheel Remove strap and swivel both
lamps. Page 62 Storage Assembling the bicycle rack Press button 1 and remove left part of rack
2. Press button 1 and insert left part of rack into the right part 2. Push down the rack 1 and
swivel handle 2 backwards to engage. Lift the rack at the rear 1 and pull it backwards. Page 63
Storage Attaching a bicycle 3. Secure both bicycle wheels to the wheel recesses using the strap
retainers. Check the bicycle to make sure it is secure. Caution Ensure gap between bicycle and
vehicle is at least 5 cm. If necessary, loosen handlebar and swivel sideways. Page 64 Storage 1.
Apply the adapter to the rear carrier system, as shown in the illustration. Guide the strap
attached to the 3. Position the bicycles on the rear adapter underneath the lever carrier system
alternately aligned when folding back the rear carrier to the left and to the right. Page 65 Storage
6. Additionally, secure both bicycle Pull the rack 2 backwards to fold wheels of the third bicycle
to the the rear carrier system. It is recommended to attach a 9 Warning warning sign at the
rearmost bicycle, to increase visibility. Page 66 Storage To increase visibility, the tail lights of 3.
Turn the lever 1 forwards and the vehicle are activated when the hold. Lift the adapter 2 at the
rear and remove. Page 67 Storage Swivel handle 1 sidewards to disengage and lift the rack 2.
Press button 1 and reinstall rack 2. Stow the strap retainers accurately. Unlock the rear carrier
system Fold the rack backwards, then push forwards until it stops 1. Press the rack down at the
rear 2. Page Load Compartment Storage Load compartment Swivel both clamping levers
inwards as far as they will go. Fasten strap. Fold in tail lamps Load compartment extension

Remove both screws. Pull tail lamps out of the retainer and swivel them Caution forwards. First
turn down the rear seat Push the tail lamps into the retainer cushion before folding the rear and
reinstall screws to fix the lamps Page 69 Storage 3. Pull the release lever on top of the 5. Put the
seat belts for the outboard rear backrest. To return the backrest to the original position, pull out
the seat belt from the belt guides and lift backrest up. Page Load Compartment Cover Storage
Load compartment cover Rear floor storage cover seat belt buckle straps are not twisted or
caught under the seat cushion, then push the front part of the seat Rear floor cover cushion
firmly down until it latches. Caution When returning rear seat backrest to the upright position,
place the rear seat belt and buckles between the rear seat backrest Stow the warning triangle
below the Stow the first aid kit in the storage floor cover in the load compartment. Optional
equipment and accessories increase the kerb weight. Washer fluid is sprayed onto the rear
window and the wiper Pull lever. Washer fluid is sprayed Press the rocker switch to activate the
wipes a few times. Clock Date and time are shown in the Info-Display. Turn the transmitters
automatically sets the multifunction knob to adjust the first time. Page Power Outlet
Instruments and controls Power outlets Caution Do not connect any current- delivering
accessories, e. Do not damage the sockets by using unsuitable plugs. A Volt power outlet is
located in the rear console. A 12 Volt power outlet is located in the Do not exceed the maximum
power front console. The bottom line displays the recorded distance. Drive in a low engine
speed range for each gear as much as possible. Trip odometer Indicates vehicle speed. Caution
The top line displays the recorded distance since the last reset. Page Fuel Selector Instruments
and controls Fuel gauge Because of the fuel remaining in the As soon as the liquid gas tank is
tank, the top-up quantity may be less empty, petrol operation is than the specified tank capacity.
Danger to engine. Have engine oil and filter changed by a workshop within one week or km
whichever occurs first. Service information 3 Control indicators The control indicators
described are not present in all vehicles. Page 85 Instruments and controls Control indicators in
the instrument cluster Page Seat Belt Reminder Instruments and controls Control indicators in
the centre Bulb replacement 3 , Fuses When the ignition is switched on, the control indicator
illuminates for a few 3 If it does not illuminate, Turn signals 3 The front passenger airbag is
Vehicle messages 3 Z illuminates or flashes yellow. Illuminates when the ignition is Brake and
clutch system switched on and extinguishes shortly 9 Danger after the engine starts. Clutch
pedal must be depressed for a illuminates green or yellow or Descent control system main start
of the engine 3 17, 3 Illuminates green Antilock brake system Descent control system 3 Once
the source of by a workshop. If possible, do not allow interference is removed, the system
engine speed to drop below Flashes will operate normally. Depress clutch. Illuminates Fault in
system or tyre without Level in fuel tank is too low. Select neutral gear, set selector pressure
sensor mounted e. Flashes wheel. After seconds the 3. Page Bonnet Open Instruments and
controls Bonnet open Illuminates when high beam is on or The front fog lights are on 3 The
menus and functions can be selected via the buttons on the turn Vehicle Information Menu
signal lever. Switch off immediately any electrical consumers which are not required for a safe
ride, e. When starting the engine or The menus and functions can be seat heating, heated rear
window whilst driving selected via the buttons on the turn or other main consumers. Page
Instruments and controls When the fuel level in the tank is low, a message appears on vehicles
with Uplevel-Display or Uplevel-Combi- Display. When the tank has to be refuelled immediately,
a warning code or warning message is displayed on vehicles with Midlevel- and UplevelDisplay or Uplevel-Combi-Display. Additional to the navigation information in the Colour-InfoOn vehicles with LPG engines and The vehicle's behaviour can be Display, route guidance is
displayed Uplevel-Display: Average personalised by changing the settings in the Driver
Information Centre. Radio settings Rear auto wipe in reverse: See Infotainment system manual
for Activates or deactivates automatic further information. Page Instruments and controls
Delayed door lock: Activates or Time and Date deactivates the delayed door See Infotainment
system manual for locking function. See Infotainment system manual personalisation function.
Page Headlight Flash Lighting Headlight flash Tail lights Automatic headlight activation Tail
lights are illuminated together During poor lighting conditions the To activate the headlight
flash, pull with low beam and sidelights. Tunnel detection Automatic light control Headlight
range When a tunnel is entered the low beam is switched on. Switch on ignition. Motorway
lighting Activated automatically at a speed 4. After approx. Page Lighting Dynamic curve
lighting Reversing function Activation If the headlights are on and reverse gear is engaged, both
corner lights are switched on. Page Turn And Lane-Change Signals Lighting Hazard warning
flashers Turn and lane-change If a headlight flash is activated when the high beam is on, the
high beam signals assist will be deactivated. If a headlight flash is activated when the high
beam is off, the high beam assist will remain activated. Page Misted Light Covers Lighting Rear
fog light Misted light covers Switch the turn signal off manually by moving the lever to its

original The inside of the light housing may position. Page Lighting Features Lighting Lighting
features Reading lights Exit lighting Low beam, sidelights and tail lights Entry lighting
illuminate the surrounding area for an adjustable time after leaving the Welcome lighting
vehicle. Following lights are switched on for a Switching on short time by unlocking the vehicle
with the radio remote control: Activation, deactivation and duration of lighting of this function
can be Page Lighting 4. Pull turn signal lever. Close driver's door. If the driver's door is not
closed the lights switch off after a few seconds. The lighting is switched off immediately if the
turn signal lever is pulled while the driver's door is open. Battery discharge protection To
prevent discharge of the battery Page Climate Control Climate control Climate control Climate
control systems Heating will not be fully effective until the engine has reached normal operating
temperature. Heating and ventilation system Air distribution Climate control systems Page Air
Conditioning System Climate control Air conditioning system The air conditioning system cools
and compartment air deteriorates, dehumidifies dries as soon as the which may cause the
vehicle outside temperature is above a occupants to feel drowsy. Therefore condensation may
form and drip from In warm and very humid ambient air under the vehicle. V, to return to
automatic mode: press AUTO. If Activation is indicated by the LED in The exchange of fresh air
is the fan is switched off, the air the button. Direct the flow of air by tilting and swivelling the
slats. To close the vent, turn the adjuster wheel to the left. Page Air Conditioning Regular
Climate control Air conditioning regular operation In order to ensure continuously efficient
performance, cooling must be operated for a few minutes once a month, irrespective of the
weather and time of year. Operation with cooling is not possible when the outside temperature
is too low. Page Driving And Operating Driving and operating Driving and operating Driving
hints Steering If power steering assist is lost Control of the vehicle because the engine stops or
due to a system malfunction, the vehicle can Driving hints Page Starting And Operating Driving
and operating Starting and operating Ignition switch positions Starting the engine New vehicle
running-in Do not brake unnecessarily hard for the first few journeys. During the first drive,
smoke may occur because of wax and oil evaporating off the exhaust system. Park the vehicle
in the open for a while after the first drive and avoid inhaling the fumes. Page Stop-Start System
Driving and operating Overrun cut-off Before restarting or to switch off the Automatic Starter
Control engine, turn the key back to position This function controls the engine The fuel supply
is automatically cut off starting procedure. The driver does during overrun, i. Page Engine
Exhaust Driving and operating Engine exhaust uphill slope. Depress foot brake Turn the
steering wheel until the at the same time to reduce steering wheel lock is felt to operating force.
Page Catalytic Converter Driving and operating take up to 25 minutes. Start cleaning process as
as soon as the self-cleaning Autostop is not available and fuel soon as possible. Page
Automatic Transmission Driving and operating Automatic transmission Selector lever can be
continued for a short period, keeping vehicle speed and engine speed low. The automatic
transmission permits automatic gearshifting automatic mode or manual gearshifting manual
mode. Page Manual Mode Driving and operating Manual mode Engine braking To utilise the
engine braking effect, select a lower gear in good time when driving downhill, see manual mode.
Rocking the vehicle Rocking the vehicle is only permissible if the vehicle is stuck in sand, mud
or snow. Page Driving and operating Electronic driving Fault If the battery is not the cause of
the fault, release the selector lever. Page Manual Transmission Driving and operating Manual
transmission Caution It is not advisable to drive with the hand resting on the selector lever.
Insert a screwdriver into the opening as far as it will go. Shift selector lever to N. To engage
reverse, with the vehicle 6. All-wheel drive The brake system comprises two If a service
message or warning independent brake circuits. The vehicle remains 9 Warning steerable, even
during hard braking. If there is a fault in the ABS, the ABS control is made apparent wheels may
be liable to lock due through a pulse in the brake pedal Page Ride Control Systems Driving and
operating Ride control systems The brakes release automatically as To reduce the operating
forces of soon as the vehicle begins to the parking brake, depress the accelerate. Traction
Control system foot brake at the same time. Deactivation is displayed as status message in the
Driver Do not let this special safety Do not let this special safety Information Centre. When DCS
again. If the TC system was may damage the brake system is active, u flashes. Page Driver
Assistance Systems Driving and operating Driver assistance For safety reasons, the cruise
control Activation cannot be activated until the foot systems Accelerate to the desired speed
and brake has been operated once. Page Driving and operating Forward collision alert based on
front camera system Forward collision alert uses the front camera system in the windscreen to
detect a vehicle directly ahead, in your path, within a distance of approx. Page Driving and
operating Alerting the driver The complete attention of the driver is always required while
driving. The driver must always be ready to take action and apply the brakes. System limitations
The system is designed to warn only for vehicles, but may react also to other metallic objects.

When the distance is less than Activation 30 cm, the buzzing is continuous. If r is pressed once
within an ignition cycle, the front parking assist is reactivated if the vehicle speed goes below a
certain value and if the vehicle speed has not exceeded Note Caution The parking assist system
Important hints for using the automatically detects factory-fitted Performance of the system can
be parking assist systems towing equipment. It is deactivated reduced when sensors are when
the connector is plugged in. Page Driving and operating The camera is mounted in the tailgate
advanced parking assist sensors, handle and has a viewing angle of e. Do not reverse the
vehicle by only looking at the Info-Display and check the surrounding area behind and around
the vehicle Page Driving and operating Pop-up function Speed limits and no passing signs are
displayed as pop-ups on each page of the DIC. The content of the traffic sign page is Once
setting page is displayed, select also cleared during driving by Off to deactivate pop-up
function. Page Fuel Driving and operating Fuel on. Page Driving and operating Pressing LPG
switches between Fill the tank completely at regular Caution petrol and liquid gas operation as
intervals to prevent corrosion in the soon as the required parameters tank. Repairs and
adjustments may only coolant temperature, gas be made by trained specialists in Faults and
remedies temperature and minimum engine Page Driving and operating Refuelling 9 Danger
Fuel is flammable and explosive. No smoking. No naked flames or sparks. If you can smell fuel
in your vehicle, have the cause of this remedied immediately by a workshop. Caution The fuel
filler flap can only be opened In case of misfuelling, do not if the vehicle is unlocked. Page
Driving and operating Turn the fuel filler cap slowly Screw the required adapter handanticlockwise to open. The fuel filler cap can be retained in the bracket on the fuel filler flap. For
refuelling, fully insert the pump nozzle and switch it on. Page A small quantity of liquid gas
standardised, different adapters are can escape. Bayonet adapter: Netherlands, penetration of
foreign bodies into the Norway, Spain, United Kingdom filler opening and the system. Page
Emissions regulation. The values for fuel consumption The figures are provided only for the
combined of the model Opel Mokka purpose of comparison between is within a range of 7. Page
Towing Equipment Driving and operating especially in the case of heavy Stowage of coupling
ball bar Fitting the coupling ball bar trailers. The vertical coupling load should never fall below
25 kg. Rear axle load The permissible axle loads see identification plate or vehicle documents
must not be exceeded. Page Driving and operating Remove both locking pins. Checking the
tensioning of the coupling ball bar Pull cover forwards out of the brackets and remove. Page
Driving and operating Open the protective flap and turn the key to position c to unlock the
coupling ball bar. Pull out rotary handle and turn clockwise as far as it will go. Pull out coupling
ball bar downwards. Insert sealing plug in opening. Fold away socket. Page Vehicle Care
Vehicle care Vehicle care General Information Vehicle storage Storage for a long period of time
Accessories and vehicle If the vehicle is to be stored for several modifications General
Information Only and lock the vehicle. And then secure it at the left side hook on the bonnet.
The ignition system and Xenon If the bonnet is opened during an headlights use extremely high
Autostop, the engine will be restarted voltage. Page Engine Coolant Vehicle care Check with the
vehicle on a level surface. The engine must be at operating temperature and switched off for at
least 5 minutes. Pull out the dipstick, wipe it clean, insert it to the stop on the handle, pull out
and read the engine oil level. Page Power Steering Fluid Vehicle care temperatures the factory
filled coolant If the cooling system is cold, the work properly. Do not allow provides frost
protection down to coolant level should be above the contaminates to contact the fluid approx.
Page Washer Fluid Vehicle care Washer fluid Brakes In the event of minimum thickness of the
brake lining, a squealing noise sounds during braking. Continued driving is possible but have
the brake lining replaced as soon as possible. Once new brake linings are installed, do not
brake unnecessarily hard for the first few journeys. Page Using an AGM vehicle battery Laying
up the vehicle for more than In vehicles with stop-start system, be different from the original
Opel 4 weeks can lead to battery sure to have the AGM Absorptive vehicle battery may result in
a lower discharge. Explosive fuel system must be bled. Switch on On vehicles with stop-start
gases can cause blindness or the ignition three times for Lift wiper blade. Switch off the ignition
and turn off the Attach the wiper blade slightly angled relevant switch or close the doors. Page
Vehicle care Remove protective cover. When fitting a new bulb, engage the lugs in the recesses
on the Low beam reflector. Reinstall the headlight assembly. Engage the spring clip. Connect
the bulb socket connector. Place headlight protective cover in position and close. Page Xenon
Headlights Vehicle care 3. When fitting a new bulb, engage Cornering lights the lugs in the
recesses on the reflector. Sidelights 4. Remove bulb from socket. Insert new bulb. Remove the
bulb socket by 2. Push bulb into socket slightly, pulling. Insert bulb holder in reflector, rotate
clockwise to engage. Tail lights Left-hand side 1. Rotate bulb holder anticlockwise 3. Page
Vehicle care 1. Remove the storage door and the 3. Turn signal light 2 Back-up lamp 3 2.
Remove the cover. Right-hand side 2. Remove bulb holder. Remove and renew bulb. Prise the

light out with a If the lights do not operate, have them screwdriver. If the centre high-mounted
brake light 2. Remove bulb housing does not operate, have it checked by downwards, taking
care not to pull a workshop. Install light. Courtesy lights Fuses 1. To remove it, prise the
opposite Data on the replacement fuse must side of the light switch using a flat- match the data
on the defective fuse. Page Vehicle care Fuse extractor No. Circuit A fuse extractor may be
located in the Sunroof fuse box in the engine compartment. Place the fuse extractor on the
Exterior mirrors various types of use from the top or â€” side, and withdraw fuse. Page Fuse
Box Vehicle care No. Circuit No. Page Vehicle care No. Page Vehicle care Load compartment
fuse No. To access the fuses, remove the Power windows rear cover. Tyre condition, wheel
condition Tyre designations Drive over edges slowly and at right E. Page Tyre Pressure Vehicle
care Tyre pressure The tyre pressure data refers to cold The driver is responsible for correct
tyres. It applies to summer and winter adjustment of tyre pressure. Check the pressure of cold
tyres at tyres. Note In countries where the tyre pressure monitoring system is legally required,
the use of wheels without pressure sensors will invalidate the vehicle type approval. Page Tread
Depth Vehicle care Consult your workshop for service or 6. Turn off the ignition. There are to
confirm the selection. The horn Page Wheel Covers Vehicle care Wheel covers For safety
reasons it is recommended Tyres age, even if they are not used. Page Vehicle care 3. Remove
the electrical connection cable 1 and air hose 2 from the stowage compartments on the
underside of the compressor. Unscrew valve cap from defective 1. Take the tyre repair kit from
the tyre. Screw the filler hose to the tyre 2. Page Vehicle care Detach the tyre repair kit. Push
catch on bracket to remove sealant bottle from bracket. Screw the tyre inflation hose to the free
connection of the sealant bottle. This prevents sealant from escaping. Stow tyre repair kit in
load compartment. The front wheels The built-in safety valve opens at a must be in the
straight-ahead pressure of 7 bar. Fold out the wheel wrench and vehicle. Page Spare Wheel
Vehicle care Align the valve hole in the wheel Jacking position for lifting cover with the tyre
valve before platform installing. Install wheel nut caps. Install centre cap on alloy wheels. Install
vehicle jacking point cover on versions with sill panelling. Page Vehicle care The spare wheel
has a steel rim. Stowing a damaged full size 3. Place the hook end of the strap through the loop
and pull it until wheel in the load compartment Caution the strap is fastened securely to The
spare wheel well is not designed the lashing eye. Page Jump Starting Vehicle care Jump
starting Spare wheel with rolling 9 Danger direction If possible, fit directional tyres such Do not
start with a quick charger. Always drive with folded up and that they roll in the direction of
travel. Page Towing Vehicle care Towing 4. Switch on electrical consumers e. Reverse above
sequence exactly when removing leads. Screw in the towing eye as far as it will go until it stops
in a horizontal position. Page Towing Another Vehicle Vehicle care Towing another vehicle
Vehicles with manual transmission: Caution The vehicle must be towed facing forwards. In all
other cases, and when All Wheel Drive AWD with the the transmission is defective, the front
front or rear tyres on the road. Do not drive jerkily. Excessive tractive force can Locks damage
the vehicle. The locks are lubricated at the factory using a high quality lock cylinder After
towing, unscrew the towing eye. Page Exterior Lights Vehicle care If using a vehicle wash,
comply with Thoroughly rinse and leather-off the Windows and windscreen wiper the vehicle
wash manufacturer's vehicle. Rinse leather frequently. Use blades instructions. The windscreen
wiper separate leathers for painted and Use a soft lint-free cloth or chamois and rear window
wiper must be glass surfaces: remnants of wax on leather together with window cleaner Page
Interior Care Vehicle care Wheels and tyres Before and after winter, wash the Operate the rear
carrier system underbody and have the protective periodically if not in regular use, in Do not
use high-pressure jet wax coating checked. Clean rims with a pH-neutral wheel Liquid gas
system Interior care Page Vehicle care Clean seat belts with lukewarm water or interior cleaner.
Caution Close Velcro fasteners as open Velcro fasteners on clothing could damage seat
upholstery. The same applies to clothing with sharp-edged objects, e. Plastic and rubber parts
Plastic and rubber parts can be cleaned with the same cleaner as used to clean the body. Page
Recommended Fluids Service and maintenance Recommended fluids, Confirmations aging
control, whereas viscosity grade gives information on the oil's Confirmation of service is
recorded in lubricants and parts thickness over a temperature range. The date and mileage is
completed Dexos is the newest engine oil quality Recommended fluids and with the stamp and
signature of the Page Service and maintenance Select the appropriate engine oil Coolant and
antifreeze based on its quality and on the Use only organic acid type-long life minimum ambient
temperature coolant LLC antifreeze approved for 3 Consult a workshop. The system is factory
filled with Additional engine oil additives coolant designed for excellent The use of additional
engine oil The Vehicle Identification Number is located in the engine compartment. The Vehicle
Identification Number may be embossed on the instrument panel, visible through the
windscreen. Optional equipment could reduce the specified maximum speed of the vehicle.

Page Technical data Vehicle dimensions Length [mm] Width without exterior mirrors [mm]
Width with two exterior mirrors [mm] Height without antenna [mm] Length of load compartment
floor [mm] Length of load compartment with folded rear seats [mm] Load compartm
2016 freightliner fuse box diagram
lexus rx330 2017
2001 mitsubishi galant wiring diagram
ent width [mm] Load compartment height [mm] Page Customer Information Customer
information Customer information Customer information Declaration of conformity Customer
information Page Customer information Jack Page Motion profiles indicating travelled openers.
RFID technology in Opel allow the transmission of particular routes cannot be created with
these vehicles does not use or record vehicle data from the vehicle. Page Customer information
Page Index Index Bicycle rack Page Controls Page Head restraints Page Service vehicle soon
Page Windows The information contained in this publication is effective as of the date indicated
below. Adam Opel AG reserves the right to make changes to the technical specifications,
features and design of the vehicles relative to the information in this publication as well as
changes to the publication itself. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

